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Research investigators seek facts which help generate ideas that uncover truths. During our careers, we discover each other and promising trainees whom we help to become the superseding research generation. There are those who approach a career as an exotic journey into the unknown. Some have an uncanny knack for creative flexibility, for staying in tune (Carson, 2011), and for leaving lasting imprints despite leaps in technology.

One such time, mind, and global traveller was Douglas Bratthall, who graced the Journal of Dental Research (JDR) with an upbeat narrative of his career path, his personal ‘safari’ (Bratthall, 1997). Through our journey of rediscovery, we identify where his era’s burning issues led in the ensuing fifteen years, and how they were shaped by Bratthall’s unique style of playful curiosity, thoughtful inquisitiveness, incisive scholarship, and energetic leadership: 1) research on the biology of dental caries; 2) translational research on caries risk; 3) mutans streptococci as a global caries risk factor; 4) knowledge translation for the international promotion of oral health.

New directions, biology of dental caries

Knowledge of microbial – host immunity interactions has contributed profoundly to the understanding of dental caries, one of the most globally common diseases. Intense interest in the cariogenic streptococcus, *Streptococcus mutans*, was re-emerging as Douglas Bratthall pursued his doctoral thesis. It laid the foundation for antigenic diversity among what was then considered a single bacterial species (Bratthall, 1970), now recognized as the multi-species mutans group of streptococci. During Bratthall’s career and continuing today, the mutans streptococci have captured ‘front of the pack’ attention. Even with advanced technology, mutans streptococci are still detected at very high frequency among the bacterial taxa most closely associated with
advanced dental caries and early lesions in children (Gross et al., 2010; Tanner et al., 2011b). Indeed, in the most recent comprehensive studies, the two taxa most closely associated with advanced caries were *S. mutans* and *Scardovia wiggsiae* (Tanner et al., 2011a,b). Bratthall’s original serotypes a-e coincided rather well with the subsequent genotype classification that led to their separation into different species (Coykendall, 1974). Serotypes f, g, and h were added along the way. There has even been a new antigenic group added within the past few years, serotype k, which is evidently associated with infective endocarditis (Nakano et al., 2010). We find it remarkable that Bratthall’s thesis has endured in both accuracy and relevance for 40 years.

Bratthall and his trainees grasped the pivotal role of mutans streptococci, and through their clever design of new sampling methods and comparative studies, theirs was one of the groups that helped determine that caries risk coincided with the mutans streptococcal load (Kristoffersson et al., 1985; Salonen et al., 1990) and with maternal transmission of mutans streptococci to infants (Köhler et al., 1983). The latter finding led to a seminal intervention study that supported the concept that generational transmission of caries risk could be interrupted by dietary and antimicrobial strategies aimed at the reduction of mutans streptococci in maternal saliva. Notably, a recent follow-up of 11- and 15- year olds demonstrated that a focus on mothers could provide long-term caries-reduction benefits in their children (Köhler and Andréen, 2010). According to lead author Birgitta Köhler (personal communication), Bratthall had a naive, playful side that balanced with his serious side, characteristics which she believes enabled him to discover new angles and approaches. Maternal – infant transmission is still a consistent finding, despite the strain-tracking technology having become much more sensitive (Redmo Emanuelsson et al., 2003; Lapirattanakul et al., 2008; Kishi et al., 2009; Baca et al., 2011).
Salivary protein binding to bacteria was another path trod by Bratthall, whose rationale was that bound proteins could affect bacterial adherence to teeth. Göteborg dental student Dan Ericson (Bratthall’s eventual successor as Professor of Cariology) was ‘hijacked’ to Lund University, Malmö, by the prospect of becoming a discoverer in his own right, and was persuaded by Bratthall to frequent the lab of Göran Kronvall, who used radio-immuno-assays to measure the binding of secretory proteins to bacteria. This led to joint supervision of Ericson’s thesis on the interaction of salivary beta-2-microglobulin with *S. mutans* (Ericson *et al*., 1979). Like Bratthall’s own doctoral experience, he hit numerous roadblocks. Yet, Ericson was given typically Bratthallian advice: “Nature doesn’t try to cheat you; you just need to think differently.”

The influence of host inheritance on *S. mutans* colonization was an idea that nagged Bratthall and his mentor, Bo Krasse, for years, particularly why maternal transfer of mutans streptococci was not detected in some cases or why various bacterial genotypes were found in one child. In 1980, Russell and coworkers reported that individuals with a certain HLA-DR profile were less prone to develop antibodies to mutans streptococi (Russell *et al*., 1980). With Bratthall’s encouragement, doctoral candidate Marie-Louise Wallengren and Dan Ericson led a series of studies which found that the diversity of HLA profiles among human subjects influences their salivary IgA response to mutans streptococci and may, therefore, affect colonization (Wallengren, 2004).

**Truly translational research on caries risk**

Launching an expedition into the unknown was always a topic in Bratthall’s group. Among his favourite ‘guided tours’ was to apply new knowledge in a way that would suggest practical tools
for clinicians. For example, could one assess caries risk in a practice setting and among populations far removed from a modern clinic? Bratthall approached this question by developing ingenious modifications of selective bacteriology media and sample collection methods that were previously limited to research and clinics in academic centers. He and his team introduced: 1) The StripMutans method for estimating mutans streptococcal counts in the field (Jensen and Bratthall, 1989); 2) Dentobuff Strip, an analogous approach for estimating salivary buffering capacity (Ericson and Bratthall, 1989); and 3) the Cariogram, a practical multivariate approach to analyze caries risk (Bratthall and Hänsel Petersson, 2005). The Cariogram evolved in Bratthall’s imagination over a characteristically lengthy period of deep thought. Typical for cariology, its roots can be traced to the iconic three intersecting circles (host/teeth, bacteria, diet) introduced by Keyes and Jordan (1963). Eventually, a dynamic model took shape by adding an interactive component and a display in the shape of a pie chart. The Cariogram conveys a research-based approach to a clinical situation. The program urges users to seek why the status of factors that affect the balance of caries risk vary in an individual patient (Hänsel Petersson et al., 2002). Today, the Cariogram is used in numerous research activities world-wide (Fadel et al., 2011), and for contextualizing thrusts in dental education (Gonzalez and Okunseri, 2010).

**Global field-testing of mutans streptococci as a caries risk factor**

Having developed practical methods for enumerating mutans streptococci, Bratthall was eager to take a broader geographical view of their distribution relative to caries experience. Exotic places like Lake Chad, where many of the indigenous people were caries-free, had frequently occupied his mind (Bratthall, 1997); this led to a series of studies of the coincidence of mutans
streptococci and dental caries in regions of the world that were off the beaten path of previous research. Bratthall was a supporter of the ‘specific plaque hypothesis’ articulated by Loesche (1979), and he did not expect to find much *S. mutans* among the largely caries-free people near Lake Chad. Unfortunately, current events denied access for a study there; yet his team tested their hypothesis in many other remote populations in Africa, Asia, and Europe (Carlsson et al., 1985; El Tayab et al., 1985; Bratthall et al. 1986; Maher et al., 1992). Truly inventive, Bratthall was occasionally pressed to find methodological adaptations due to unanticipated challenges in the field. For example, hungry ants threatened to skew the bacterial count data by eating the polysaccharide-rich colonies directly off the StripMutans paddles left to air-dry. Bratthall’s Swedish-designed field solution: suspend them from a string, out of reach of ‘ants and other bacteriophages’ (his term).

During these international studies, Bratthall and his student Peter Carlsson established a lasting collaboration with Yupin Songpaisan, who was working as a Senior Dental Officer at the Intercountry Centre for Oral Health (ICOH) in collaboration with WHO in Chiangmai, Thailand. They conducted an initial 3-day-field study to collect data on caries and mutans streptococci among northern Thailand hill tribes that had either very high or low caries prevalence. They started early morning, drove great distances over rugged terrain, and relied on their own cooking. Bratthall defied local notions about workers from western countries being unable to adapt to hot, dusty, difficult conditions. He also served as a role model of how a great scientist should focus to test hypotheses. He always had provocative questions at the ready, and challenged his hosts to think deeply.

The outcome of these rural ‘safaris’ differed from studies in urban centers like Bangkok (Bratthall et al., 1986), in that mutans streptococci were ubiquitous, regardless of the rural caries
prevalence. This tended to undermine the specific hypothesis. The studies were a clear indication that caries among geographically diverse populations depended on a broader combination of factors. Yet, they did not lessen Bratthall’s fascination with mutans streptococci; they helped spawn his personal rediscovery of the multifactorial nature of caries and more complex ideas for caries prevention.

Under Bratthall’s guidance, new preventive programs developed in the countries where his quest to understand \textit{S. mutans} distribution had led. The first was Poland, behind the former Iron Curtain, with logistics occasionally complicated by martial law. The very high caries prevalence was successfully diminished by hygiene and fluoride, a labor-intensive approach based squarely on Swedish research, provided by Poland’s very first expanded duty nurses trained in the project (Carlsson \textit{et al.}, 1988).

Then Bratthall returned to Thailand and teamed up again with Songpaisan for a WHO-supported field project on using glass ionomer as an alternative fissure sealant. Bratthall proposed an additional test cell, a 0.5\% HF solution applied to the occlusal surface, which would be simpler than a sealant. It was a large study of high risk children (aged 7-8, 12-13 years) at two primary schools in Bangkok, and designed to collect caries, StripMutans, and salivary buffering data at baseline and annually for two years. A significantly lower caries increment in the HF than control group was found for the younger age group. The level of mutans streptococci was significantly related to caries prevalence and increment, and the outcome of various treatments was associated with the level of mutans streptococci at baseline (Songpaisan \textit{et al.}, 1994, 1995).

Another innovative approach was the ‘Affordable Toothpaste Project’, which grew from one of Bratthall’s assignments when working for the WHO under a special agreement with
Malmö’s dental faculty. According to Gennady Pakhomov, a key WHO collaborator (personal communication), Bratthall rationalized that fluoride-containing dentifrices would be efficacious in developing countries experiencing a rise in caries incidence, perhaps due to increased sugar consumption. He was well aware that toothpaste was often too costly for people in some countries to purchase. When WHO contacted major manufacturers, Colgate provided funds for a joint, 3-year community study to evaluate the clinical efficacy of a dentifrice stripped down to essential ingredients. Bratthall launched it in a remote area of Indonesia, the island of Borneo, much to his Swedish coworkers’ delight. The dentifrice was effective (Adyatmaka et al., 1998), and WHO distributed over 20,000 copies of a report, in various languages, around the world. It stimulated the production of low cost fluoride dentifrices by several other manufacturers.

**Translating knowledge of cariology and international promotion of oral health**

Bratthall was influenced by his native west coast of Sweden. He was fascinated by all sizes of boats, and he piloted small aircraft as a young man. He even proposed marriage with his head literally in the clouds. He was one of a breed of individuals attracted to highly novel ideas. Like another Douglas whose mind travelled to exotic heights (Adams, 1979), he was quick to foresee the implications of the internet, especially for global education. Influenced by his son Lars, an emerging computer guru, Bratthall created a unique Cariology home-page early in the 1990s. He targeted not only scholars in his field, but anyone, anywhere who may be interested in searching the subject. Under the leadership of David Barmes, the WHO had recently created its Global Oral Data Bank, and decided to establish an internet site for its Country/Area Profile Program database. It chose the WHO Collaborative Centre in Malmö, which Bratthall initiated and sustained until retirement (now co-directed by Jayanthi Stenswärd and Peter Carlsson).
Bratthall’s innovative Cariogram (Hänsel Petersson et al., 2002; Bratthall and Hänsel Petersson, 2005), translated into several languages with his permission, including Thai by Matana Pruksapong, is still used in dental schools and public health services in Thailand and other Asian countries. The Indonesian version, translated by Irene Adyatmaka, has been developed further as a simulated model for identifying the high caries-risk group, and it is presently used nationwide in schools. According to Adyatmaka (personal communication), Bratthall's visits to Indonesia, 1993 and onward, did not just leave memories of a professor who dared to face the jungles of Borneo, but a warm-hearted educator who left a better understanding of science and who inspired a young Indonesian generation to bounce back from adversity.

Bratthall’s studies in Africa (Carlsson et al., 1985; El Tayeb et al., 1985) and Asia (Bratthall et al., 1986, 1991, 1993, 1995; Maher et al., 1992; Shi et al., 1992; Songpaisan et al., 1994, 1995; Tayanin et al., 2002) represent a strong example of applying laboratory-based findings to population-based interventions… the translational cycle from evidence-based dentistry to practice-based dentistry. His insights about caries as a global problem brought us to a much better understanding of its etiology and prevention, especially early intervention, by identifying at-risk individuals and factors that promote its transmission (Bratthall, 2000).

**Conclusion, inspirational leadership with personal charm**

In his outstanding ‘Discovery!’ paper (Bratthall, 1997), Bratthall saluted an inspiring group of scientists whose tenacity and discoveries came together to make his own research feasible and productive. After reviewing his accomplishments, we conclude that Bratthall essentially defined his own key attribute by choosing the word ‘inspiring’. Certainly, the manner in which he developed ideas and workable strategies for investigating problems was inspiring. Those who
worked with him gained a great deal from his insight. Being a true mentor is tough; it requires a
talent for figuring out how collaborators’ and trainees’ heads work. Bratthall had a penchant for
identifying promising trainees, making first contact nonthreatening, and raising their interest to
join his research enterprise. When guiding students, he always identified valuable features of
their discoveries that were ripe for intense discussion. He had a playfully clever yet kind way to
provoke thought. He rarely provided conclusive answers but always raised question upon
question until he was satisfied that his trainees were thinking provocatively. He held that both he
and the student learned from each other. His style created a collaborative atmosphere and
inspired confidence.

Douglas Bratthall attracted others by being a voyager in his mind and in his science. He
was a profound thinker who retained a youthful, impish way of convincing colleagues to sign up
on his dreams. We were but four among his numerous local and international collaborators. He
was a most inspirational character in our career development. We hope that our rediscovery of
Douglas Bratthall’s legacy inspires the readers of *JDR*.
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